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CASE #

TYPE

LOCATION

SUMMARY

18-36423

Stolen Vehicle

Breeze Hill ln

18-38510

Property
Damage

Woodlawn Drive

18-38541

Vehicle Burglary

Old Kings Rd S.

18-38589

Suspicious
Incident

Zither Ct

18-38614

Vehicle Burglary

Ziegfield Pl

18-38607

Vehicle Burglary

Ziegfield Pl

18-38606

Vehicle Burglary

Ziegfield Pl

18-38592

Vehicle Burglary

Zoftwood Ct

FCSO sent a TTY to Charlotte-Micklenberg Police Department in order to have a
unit check 6859 South Blvd, Charlotte, NC 28217 ( Enterprise) and attempt to
locate the vehicle. Contact was made with CMPD who advised that they had
located the vehicle; however the business was closed and it was behind a locked
gate.
RP noticed that the rear of her vehicle was damaged. RP advised that she is not
aware of how her vehicle was damaged. Upon exiting the Walgreens store at 1745
hours me that she noticed the damage.
RP arrived for work at 4:00 p.m., and left at 9:00 p.m. and that was when she
noticed the rear driver side window of the rear door had been shattered. The
vehicle was still locked and nothing was taken.
RP went outside to smoke and saw 3 males approaching cars in the area. RP
advised the subjects left the area and were last seen driving the area in a black
SUV. Deputies located a vehicle matching the description on Zoffer Court. A stop
was attempted at which the vehicle fled the area south bound on Belle Terre and
then northbound on US1. VCSO advised that the vehicle was then located
unoccupied on SR 40 near Camp Winona Road. The vehicle had been reported
stolen from Deland on 4-22-18 and had property inside from Ziegfield Pl. VCSO
then advised that they had 4 males in custody that fled from the vehicle on foot.
Unlocked vehicle found during a search of the area in reference to the above
suspicious incident. V1 advised there was $20 stolen from the vehicle.
Unlocked vehicle found during a search of the area in reference to the above
suspicious incident. Nothing missing but the center console and glove box had
been opened.
Contact was made with V1 in reference to the above suspicious incident. The
passenger vehicle window was broken to the vehicle at which time several items
were stolen.
Contact was made with Leonid Kagan in reference to the above suspicious. V1
stated that nothing appeared to be missing from the vehicle.
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2018-38530

Zachary Nowack

W/M

08-31-99

Warrant Grand Theft

Cypress Edge Dr

215

2018-38508

Danville Tardiel

B/M

6-19-57

DUI

Seminole Woods and E SR 100

226

2018-38574

Juan Lebron

H/M

03-07-69

VOP

Burnaby Ln

214

2018-38625

Artak Mirijanyan

W/M

3-15-79

DUI

Emerson Dr & East Hampton

226

